Cylindrical Three-Dimensional Porous Anodic Alumina Networks
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Abstract: The synthesis of a conformal three-dimensional nanostructure based on porous anodic alumina with transversal nanopores on wires is herein presented. The resulting three-dimensional network exhibits the same nanostructure as that obtained on planar geometries, but with a macroscopic cylindrical geometry. The morphological analysis of the nanostructure revealed the effects of the initial defects on the aluminum surface and the mechanical strains on the integrity of the three-dimensional network. The results evidence the feasibility of obtaining 3D porous anodic alumina on non-planar aluminum substrates.
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1. Introduction

Porous anodic alumina (PAA) is a well known and versatile self-ordered nanosystem synthesized by a two-step anodization process [1]. Standard PAAs are composed of amorphous Al₂O₃ containing impurities coming from the electrolyte. They present a hexagonal close-packed arrangement of pores that grow perpendicular to the aluminum seed layer. The diameter and the distance between pores can be tuned [2,3], under certain limits, employing different synthesis conditions during the two necessary steps of anodization, with additional chemical etchings to enlarge the pores after the double anodization process. This tunable morphology and the non-demanding equipment for the synthesis of PAA have boosted the inclusion of PAA as a common base material in many nanotechnology research groups. In fact, for more than 20 years, PAA has been employed in a wide field of applications [4], ranging from templates for the growing of diverse nanostructures to nanowires and anti-dots [5] or to scaffold for devices and sensors [6]. Recently, our group developed a method to synthesize a three-dimensional (3D) network of PAA, in sulfuric acid electrolyte [7]. This new approach is based on the application of pulsed potentiostatic anodization [8,9]. Briefly, in this method, the second anodization step is performed under standard mild anodization conditions (25 V) with the addition of periodic pulses within the hard anodization regime (33 V, for 2 s) and limiting the electrical current density to avoid electrical breakdowns. The alumina generated under hard anodization regimes, in this case during the pulses, presents higher etching rates than that obtained under a mild anodization regime [8]. Thus, after acid etching, a 3D nanostructured network is obtained. The 3D network consists of arrays of hexagonal parallel nanopores connected by transversal nanochannels, in which the distance between transversal nanochannels is tunable by the periods between hard anodization pulses.

In most cases, PAAs are synthesized on planar Al foils. Nevertheless, anodization is an electrochemical process able to obtain conformal nanostructured coatings. Among the non-planar
geometries, anodic nanostructures based on Al and Ti are generated on macroscopic cylindrical shapes, e.g., wires and tubes [10–17]. These cylindrical geometries have received the attention of several researchers due to their possible advantageous integration in fluidic devices such as pipes and filters. The possibility of combining a 3D nanostructured network as a conformal coating with a non-planar geometry might open new possibilities for functional nanostructures. In this work, we present for the first time the synthesis and morphological characterization of three-dimensional cylindrical porous anodic alumina (3D-CPAA) synthesized on Al wires.

2. Materials and Methods

The employed process of obtaining 3D-CPAA is based on the combination of methods to obtain 3D-PAA and CPAA [7,11], adapted to the cylindrical geometry of the samples. Al wires (99.999 wt.%), 1.5 mm in diameter (Advent), were first cleaned with acetone, isopropanol, and, finally, ethanol under ultrasound. After cleaning, wires were electropolished in an ethanol and perchloric acid solution (75:25) at 20 V for 1 min to reduce the roughness of the Al surface. An initial anodization process was performed using sulfuric acid (0.3 M, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) as an electrolyte at 1 °C and 25 V. The counter electrode was a platinum net. The tip and part of the surface of the wires were covered with standard Parafilm® films (Bemis Inc., Neenah, WI, USA) in order to avoid electrical breakdowns and to limit the exposed anodized surface of the wires. After the first anodization over 24 h, the oxide layer was dissolved by a mixture of chromic oxide (1.8 g) and phosphoric acid (7.1 g, 85 wt.%, both reagent grade Sigma-Aldrich) per 100 mL of deionized water for 24 h at room temperature. Then, the diameters of the employed wires were measured again in order to limit the current density. The second anodization process was carried out under the same anodization conditions. However, in the second anodization process, the voltage profiles included 2 s pulses of 33 V with an electrical current density limitation of 36 mA cm⁻². In addition, 800 s periods of constant 25 V were applied at the beginning and the end of these second anodization processes. Three different profiles were applied for three types of samples, each differing on the elapsed time between applied pulses: 180, 360, and 540 s. We will refer to the type of samples by the time periods of the second anodization (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Type</th>
<th>Period Between Pulses (s)</th>
<th>Second Anodization Time (s)</th>
<th>Number of Pulses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>8880</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>8840</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S540</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>12440</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The electrical current was monitored for each sample by a computer connected multimeter with a 1 s sampling rate. The voltage anodization profile and an example of the measured current density in the S180 type sample are shown in Figure 1. Please note that a constant wire area is assumed for the electrical current density.

After these pulsed anodization processes, an acid etching process was performed for each sample for 23 min in a 5 wt.% phosphoric acid solution (85%, Prolabo, Briare le Canal, France) in order to generate the transversal nanochannels. Longer periods of etching were applied in order to observe the evolution of the nanostructure. The structural characterization of the obtained nanostructures was performed via high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM, FEI Verios 460, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Cross-sectional images of the samples were prepared via direct mechanical cuts.
3. Results

The as-received Al wires presented as longitudinal die lines, which are longitudinal lines produced by pulling the Al rod through a drawing die process [18]. These die lines remained even after the electropolishing process (Figure 2). The average diameter of the wires after electropolishing was 1.45 mm. The first anodization process generated an 80-µm-thick CPAA with parallel nanopores radially distributed around the core of the Al wire (see Figure 1).

These CPAA presented radial nanopores that were 35 nm in diameter and had an interpore distance of 65 nm. These values are in agreement with those obtained for planar PAA. No signals of partial detachment of the CPAA during the anodization process were observed. The HRSEM images revealed longitudinal cracks along the CPAA surface.

After the dissolution of that first CPAA in the chromic and phosphoric acid solution, the second anodization (pulsed) processes were performed. The registered density of the current of the samples during the second anodization presented the same behavior of those observed for the synthesis of 3D-PAA [7] (see an example in Figure 1). All those second anodizations resulted in ordered CPAA around the Al wires. The porous structure of these CPAA was similar to those obtained in the first anodization. The coverage was also kept after the etching in phosphoric acid to generate the transversal nanochannels, as is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. (a) Applied pulsed voltage profile and (b) the corresponding measured current density in the S180 type sample.

Figure 2. (a) Surface of the wire after electropolishing. Yellow arrows point to a die line. (b) A cross-sectional view of the obtained CPAA after first anodization, where no hard anodization pulses were applied. (c) Detailed view of the CPAA shown in (b).
As a result of this etching, the transversal nanochannels were generated, and the average pore diameter was enlarged up to 60 nm. The obtained nanostructures presented longitudinal nanopores perpendicular to the Al surface, i.e., radially distributed around the Al core. The transversal nanochannels were perpendicular to the nanopores, i.e., parallel to the surface of the Al core. The samples synthesized by different periods of pulses exhibited different distances between transversal nanochannels. The pulse periods of 180, 360, and 540 s resulted in 250 ± 10, 482 ± 10, and 635 ± 15 nm distances between transversal nanochannels, respectively. Anodization periods of 800 s at the beginning and at the end of the pulsed anodization generated 880 ± 30 nm thick layers (see Figures 3d and 4).

Cracks along the longitudinal axis also appeared on the surfaces; however, in these cases, the cracks are shallow compared to those observed in the first anodization (see Figure 5a,b). However, this type of defect modifies the ordering of the nanopores (Figure 5b). The mechanical cut applied to observe the cross section also induced the breakage of the 3D-CPAA in the form of terraces along the planes formed by the transversal nanochannels in some samples (see an example in

Figure 3. Cross-sectional image of the S180 type sample after a mechanical cut. (a–c) Higher magnification images of limited areas marked by the yellow squares. (d) Schematic cartoon of the 3D-CPAA/aluminum wire cross section.
Figure 5a). If longer etching periods in phosphoric acid are applied, i.e., >23’, an over-etching of the transversal nanochannels occurs. Thus, terraces start to detach before the complete dissolution of the radial nanopores. Therefore, very thin cylindrical porous alumina nanotubes can be generated. Some examples are presented in Figure 5c,d.

Figure 4. Cross-sectional images of (a) S360 and (b) S540 type samples.

Figure 5. Examples of damages on the 3D-CPAA. (a) Low magnification image were shallow longitudinal defects and terraces appear. The black arrow points out terraces and the white arrow points out shallow longitudinal effect. (b) A cross-sectional view of the shallow defect pointed at (a). Over-etching effect on S540 type sample is visible in (c), where the structure starts to exfoliate in layers defined by the transversal nanochannels. A close-up of (c) is presented on (d).

4. Discussion

The obtained results from the adaptation of the methodology to obtain 3D-PAA on flat Al foils to Al wires resulted successfully in 3D-CPAA. The generated 3D-CPAA displayed similar 3D networks to those generated in 3D-PAA, but with cylindrical macroscopic shapes. In fact, transversal nanochannels
distribute perpendicularly to the now radial nanopores and parallel to the circular section of the wire. The size and interpore distance of the longitudinal (radial) nanopores are the same, and the distances between transversal nanochannels in both networks are in good agreement. The obtained distances between transversal nanochannels as a function of mild anodization periods fit a linear growing rate of

\[
\text{Distance (nm)} = (1.16 \pm 0.05) \text{ (nm s}^{-1}) \times \text{Time Period (s)} \quad (1)
\]

This growing rate is in good agreement to that obtained under mild anodization steady-state conditions (≈1.1 nm s\(^{-1}\)) for PAA [19], but slightly lower to that obtained for 3D-PAA [7]. These small variations might be due to different recirculation of the electrolyte due to the different surface shapes. The applied etching time in 5 wt.% phosphoric acid to generate the transversal nanochannels was longer in the case of 3D-CPAA compared with that of 3D-PAA (23 s vs. 16 s) [7]. This might be a consequence of the effective penetration of the acid into the network. Since the Al was not removed in the present case, only the external side of the 3D-CPAA is exposed to the acid. Thus, the etching time is longer compared with previous results on 3D-PAA, where the two sides were exposed to the etching solution after Al removal.

The main difference observed in 3D-CPAA compared with 3D-PAA arises from the different mechanical loads of the system. The nanopores of anodic alumina grow perpendicularly to Al surfaces. The growth of CPAA on Al surfaces generates mechanical stresses that do not appear in a planar geometry. These strains generated by the CPAA combined with the die lines observed on the original Al are the most probable origin of the observed cracks on CPAA. The electropolishing treatment was not able to homogenize completely the surface of the aluminum wires. Similar imperfections appear on flat Al and they effects are minute. In fact, these only alter the topographic profile and vary the ordering of the nanopores. Nevertheless, in the case of the CPAA, these die lines in combination with the mechanical stress generated by the bigger cell parameter of the anodic oxide vs. aluminum may promote the observed cracks. However, in 3D-CPAA, only a few cracks were detected, and they can always be associated with the mechanical cut. The 3D-CPAA were thinner than the obtained CPAA in the first anodization steps; therefore, the mechanical stresses are expected to be of lower magnitude than for thicker CPAA. Hence, the detected imperfections were not enough to induce significant mechanical stress, which would result in the fracture of the 3D-CPAA. Although mechanical stress on 3D-CPAA did not generate fractures, there was still some evidence of their presence. The observed terraces in the zones close to the mechanical cut (Figure 5) indicated the preferential release of mechanical stress on the layers defined by the transversal nanochannels [7,8]. This effect was neither observed on PAA nor on CPAA. This effect is even more evident on over-etched samples. In these cases, before the complete collapse of the nanostructure, the 3D-CPAA started to exfoliate in layers defined by the transversal nanochannels, as shown in Figure 5c,d, and only then to longitudinal cracks and detachment. This exfoliation might be used for the generation of self-standing ultra-thin CPAA [20].

The results confirm the feasibility to obtain conformal 3D-CPAA on 1.5 mm Al wires by a similar synthesis method to 3D-PAA. The analysis of the obtained 3D network suggests that mechanical strains and initial surface defects can limit the integrity of the obtained nanostructure. These results and future works on their functionalization might open a new path to the generation of conformal 3D networks on diverse geometries, e.g., curved and tubular, with applications in different fields.
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